Based on octonionic electromagnetic and gravitational interactions, the quantum interplays of the ordinary matter and the dark matter in the octonionic space are discussed. 
Introduction
During the present time, most scientists believe that the universe abounds with multiform dark matters. The hypothesis of dark matter believes that, there exist not only various gleamy ordinary matters, but also one kind of mysterious matter which exerts the gravitational pull, but neither emits nor absorbs light [1, 2] . This kind of matter is known as dark matter, which owns mass and has effect on ordinary matter movements.
A new viewpoint on the problem of dark matter can be given by the concept of octonionic space. According to previous research results and the 'SpaceTime Equality Postulation', the electromagnetic and gravitational interactions can be described by the quaternionic space. Based on the conception of space verticality etc., two types of quaternionic spaces can be united into an octonionic space. In the octonionic space, the electromagnetic and gravitational interactions can be equally described. So the characteristics of field sources and intermediate particles of the electromagnetic-electromagnetic, gravitational-gravitational and dark matter subfields can be described by the octonionic space uniformly. [3] _________ E-mail Addresses: xmuwzh@hotmail.com, xmuwzh@xmu.edu.cn The paper extends the quantization theory of ordinary matter and dark matter, and draws some conclusions which are consistent with the Dirac equation, Schrodinger equation, KleinGordon equation and Dirac-like equation etc. A few predictions which are associated with the quantum movement feature of dark matter can be deduced, and some new and unknown particles can be used for the candidate of dark matter.
Equations set of electromagnetic-gravitational field

Octonionic space
In the electromagnetic-gravitational theory, according to 'SpaceTime Equality Postulation', the physics characteristics of electromagnetic and gravitational fields can be described by the octonionic space which is united from a couple of quaternionic spaces. And the equations set of the electromagnetic-gravitational field can be attained.
The base E e of the quaternionic space (E space, for short) of the electromagnetic interaction
is E e = (1, i , j , k ) . The base E g of the quaternionic space (G space, for short) of the gravitational interaction is independent of the base E e . Selecting E g = (1, i , j , k ) e = ( e , I , J , K ). So the base E e and E g can constitute the base E of the octonionic space. E = E e + E g = (1, i , j , k , e , I , J , K ) 
The displacement ( r 0 , r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , R 0 , R 1 , R 2 , R 3 ) in the octonionic space is R = ( r 0 + i r 1 + j r 2 + k r 3 ) + ( e R 0 + I R 1 + J R 2 + K R 3 )
(2) where, r 0 = ct, R 0 = cT. c is the speed of light beam, t and T denote the time.
The octonionic differential operator and its conjugate operator * are defined as,
where, e = e0 + i e1 + j e2 + k e3 , g = e g0 + I g1 + J g2 + K g3 . ej = / r j , gj = / R j , j = 0, 1, 2, 3 . After checking, the octonionic differential operator meets (Q is an octonionic physical quantity)
In the electromagnetic-gravitational field, the field potential a 0 , a 1 
Electromagnetic-gravitational field and dark matter
In the electromagnetic-gravitational field, there exist four types of subfields and their field sources. In Table 2 , the electromagnetic-electromagnetic and the gravitational-gravitational subfields are 'electromagnetic field' and 'modified gravitational field' respectively. Their general charges are E charge and G mass respectively. The electromagnetic-gravitational and gravitational-electromagnetic subfields are both long range fields and candidates of the 'dark matter field'. Their general charges (G charge and E mass) are candidates of 'dark matter'. The physical features of the dark matter meet the requirement of Eqs.(5) ~ (11) .
In the general charge (Q e e , Q e g , Q g e and Q g g ) and intermediate particle (photon , etc.), two types of general charges (E charge and G mass) and one type of intermediate particle (photon ) have been found. Therefore the remaining two types of general charges and three types of intermediate particles are left to be found in Table 2 . The particles of the ordinary matter (electron and proton etc.) possess the E charge together with G mass. The particles of the dark matter may possess the G charge with E mass, or G mass with G charge, etc. It can be predicted that the field strength of the electromagneticgravitational and the gravitational-electromagnetic subfields must be very weak and a little less than that of the gravitational-gravitational subfield; otherwise they should be detected for a long time. So the field strength of the electromagnetic-gravitational and the gravitationalelectromagnetic subfields may be equal, and both of them are slightly weaker than that of the gravitational-gravitational subfield.
Equations set of electromagnetic field
In the electromagnetic-gravitational field, both the force Z and energy W can be defined uniformly, and the octonionic differential operator needs to be generalized to ( +B/c). So the physical characteristics of the electromagnetic-gravitational field can be researched from many aspects.
The field strength B of electromagnetic-gravitational field can be defined as B = A (6) The field source and the force of electromagnetic-gravitational field can be defined as follow respectively. The mark (*) denotes octonionic conjugate.
The extended definition of force shows that, the force Z and field source S needs to be revised and generalized to the form of the above equations. As a part of field source S, the item (B * B/ ) includes the field energy density. When the force Z is equal to 0, we obtain the force-balance equation of the electromagnetic-gravitational field. The angular momentum in the electromagnetic-gravitational field can be defined as,
and the energy and power in the electromagnetic-gravitational field can be defined as
The extended definition of the energy shows that, the angular momentum M, the energy W and the power N need to be revised and generalized to the above equations. The physical quantity X has effect on the field potential * X , the angular momentum S X , the energy B * (S X) and the power (B B * ) (S X) . The introduction of the physical quantity X makes the definition of the angular momentum M and the energy W more integrated, and the theory more self-consistent.
In the above equations, the conservation of angular momentum in the electromagneticgravitational field can be gained when W = 0, and the energy conservation equation of the electromagnetic-gravitational field can be attained when N = 0.
Equations set of quantum mechanics
Equations set of Dirac and Klein-Gordon
In the octonionic space, the wave functions of the quantum mechanics are the octonionic equations set. And the Dirac and Klein-Gordon equations of the quantum mechanics are actually the wave equations set which are associated with the particle's wave function M . Wherein, the wave function = S (R + k rx X) can be written as exponential form with the octonionic characteristics. The coefficient h is Planck constant, and = h/2 .
The U equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as
The L equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as L = (W c+ ) (U ) (13) From the equation U = 0, the Dirac and Schrodinger equations in the electromagneticgravitational field can be deduced to describe the field source particle with spin 1/2 (electron and proton etc.). From the equation L = 0, the Klein-Gordon equation in electromagneticgravitational field can be obtained to explain the field source particle with spin 0. Those equations can conclude the results which are consistent with the wave equations of the quantum mechanics in certain cases. [4] [5] [6] 3.2 Equations set of Dirac-like Through the comparison, we find that Dirac equation of Eq. (12) and Klein-Gordon equation of Eq.(13) can be attained respectively from the energy equation (10) and power equation (11) after substituting the operator c (B/c + ) for {W (c )+ }. By analogy with the above equations, the Dirac-like equation of Eq. (14) and one new equation (15) can be procured from the field source equation (7) and force equation (8) respectively. Wherein, B is the wave function also.
The T equation of the quantum mechanics can be defined as Table 3 . The summary of main definitions and equations
Force quantum O = (W c+ ) (T ) 6 
Wave function
The wave function M denotes the wave function of field source particle, and its square module represents the probability density of field source particle (electron and proton etc.). The wave function B donates the wave function of intermediate particle, and its square module represents the probability density of intermediate particle (photon etc.).
The octonionic physical quantity Q can be written as exponential format
(16) where, q and Q are modules, 1 and 2 are angles, q 1 and q 2 are respectively unit vectors in E space and G space.
In the quaternionic space, the quaternionic product M/ of the coefficient 1/ , momentum P(p 0 , p 1 
Approximate equations
In Eq.(12) of electromagnetic-gravitational field, the Dirac and Schrodinger equations can be attained when U = 0 . In Eq.(14) of electromagnetic-gravitational field, the Dirac-like equation can be obtained when T = W = 0 . With the characteristics of those equations, we may discuss the interplays among electromagnetic-electromagnetic subfield, electromagneticgravitational subfield, gravitational-gravitational subfield and gravitational-electromagnetic subfield of the field sources and intermediate particles. The first two subfields are associated with ordinary matter field; the last two subfields are associated with dark matter field.
Dirac and Schrodinger equations 4.1.1 Ordinary matter
In the octonionic space, the electromagnetic-electromagnetic and gravitational-gravitational subfields are generated by the mass M which owns rotation and charge. The E current and G momentum of the field source particle m are ( 
where, S 0 g = mc , s 0 e = qc ; p j = w j /c = qa j + mV j , P j = W j /c = k eg qA j mv j . (12) of the quantum mechanics of electromagneticgravitational field in the octonionic space can draw some conclusions which are consistent with the Dirac and Schrodinger equations about the ordinary matter, including the spin and the magnetic moment etc.
Dark matter
In the octonionic space, the electromagnetic-electromagnetic subfield (ordinary matter field) and electromagnetic-gravitational subfield (dark matter field) are generated by the mass M which owns rotation and charge. The E current and G current of the field source particle m are ( where, S 0 e = gc , s 0 e = qc ; p j = w j /c = qa j + gV j , P j = W j /c = k eg qA j gv j . 
In the octonionic space, the electromagnetic-electromagnetic subfield (ordinary matter field) and electromagnetic-gravitational subfield (dark matter field) are generated by the mass M which owns rotation and charge. The E current and G current of the field source particle m are ( 
where, S 0 g = mc , s 0 e = qc ; p j = w j /c = qa j + mV j , P j = W j /c = k eg qA j mv j . (14) of the quantum mechanics of electromagnetic-gravitational field in the octonionic space can deduce the wave equation of ordinary matter and its conclusions.
In the octonionic space, the electromagnetic-electromagnetic subfield (ordinary matter field) and electromagnetic-gravitational subfield (dark matter field) are generated by the mass M which owns rotation and charge. The E current and G current of the intermediate particle m where, S 0 e = gc , s 0 e = qc ; p j = w j /c = qa j + gV j , P j = W j /c = k eg qA j gv j .
is the wave function. The above equation can be used to describe the quantum characteristics of intermediate particles which possess spin, E charge and G charge. Limited within certain conditions, Eq. (14) of the quantum mechanics of electromagnetic-gravitational field in the octonionic space can deduce the wave equation and its conclusions about the interplays of ordinary matter and dark matter.
Dirac-like equation
Ordinary matter
In the octonionic space, the electromagnetic-electromagnetic and gravitational-gravitational subfields are generated by the mass M which owns rotation and charge. The E current and G momentum of the intermediate particle m are (s 0 e , s 1 e , s 2 e , s 3 e ) and (S 0 g , S 1 g , S 2 g , S 3 g )
respectively. When T = 0 , the wave equation of particle m which moves around M is (W c+ ) * (B ) = 0 (43) When the energy W = 0, the Dirac-like equation can be attained from the above equation * (B ) = 0 (44) As we know, the Dirac equation can conclude that field source particles (electron and proton etc.) possess spin 1/2. In the same way, the above equation can infer that intermediate particles (photon etc.) own spin 1 and have no charge and mass. And the familiar quantum theory of electromagnetic field can be obtained. [12] [13] [14] Limited within certain conditions, Eq.(14) of the quantum theory of the electromagneticgravitational field in the octonionic space can draw some conclusions which are consistent with the Dirac-like equation about ordinary matter, including the spin of photon etc.
Dark matter
In the octonionic space, the electromagnetic-electromagnetic subfield (ordinary matter field) and electromagnetic-gravitational subfield (dark matter field) are generated by the mass M which owns rotation and charge. The E current and G current of the intermediate particle m are (s 0 e , s 1 e , s 2 e , s 3 e ) and (S 0 e , S 1 e , S 2 e , S 3 e ) respectively. When T = 0 , the wave equation 
In the octonionic space, the electromagnetic-electromagnetic subfield (ordinary matter field) and electromagnetic-gravitational subfield (dark matter field) are generated by the mass M which owns rotation and charge. The E current and G current 
In the octonionic space, the electromagnetic-electromagnetic subfield (ordinary matter field) and electromagnetic-gravitational subfield (dark matter field) are generated by the mass M which owns rotation and charge. The E current and G current of the intermediate particle m are (s 0 e , s 1 e , s 2 e , s 3 e ) and (S 0 e , S 1 e , S 2 e , S 3 e ) respectively. When O = 0 , the wave equation of particle m which moves around M is (W c+ ) (T ) = 0 (59) When the energy W = 0, we obtain the second Dirac-like equation 2) The quantization theory of the gravitational-gravitational subfield should be similar to that of the electromagnetic-electromagnetic subfield. (3) The field strength of the gravitational-gravitational subfield is much weaker than that of electromagnetic-electromagnetic subfield. So it is very difficult to detect and measure the intermediate particle of the gravitational-gravitational subfield. [15] [16] [17] When the above equations relate to four sorts of the field sources of the electromagneticgravitational field, many extra and also more complicated equations set can be obtained from Eqs. (5) ~ (15) to describe the interplay of the ordinary matter and dark matter.
Conclusions
The 
